This paper presents a numerical simulation method for improving precision and efficiency of flood prediction. Conventional method based on staggered leap-frog approach for two-dimension flood flows often encounters serious mass conservation error due to minus water depth during flood calculation. To avoid it, the authors introduce a method of modifying outflow rate from a mesh to preserve mass conservation at any time of calculation. It enables us to use larger time steps in calculation than those used in the conventional method, so that significant time saving for prediction without losing accuracy might be attained. The proposed method is validated by comparing with the experimental results, through the examinations on the sensitivity of time step sizes, mass conservation errors and reproducibility. In addition, the Joganji flood which took place in Japan in 1851 is used to check performance of the method for a large field problem including steep slopes. The results show us that the proposed method can perform stable calculation with large time steps without mass conservation errors, while the conventional method fails.
